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Genetically-Modified Optical Sensors for ML/BD Enabled Low Cost, High 
Throughput Detection and Screening for COVID-19 

In an effort to combat present virus detections limitations, Dr. Chanda’s group is working 
on two types of plasmonic sensors. One would enable a more rapid, on-the-spot detection 
of SARS-CoV-2 via selective binding with aptamer; the second would enable colorimetric 
screening of antibodies for long term monitoring. AI-based machine learning enhances the 
sensor sensitivity, reduces in false positives and improves diagnostics based on big data of 
measured patient information. 

Dr. Chanda received his Ph.D. from the University of Toronto. He completed his post-doctoral 
research at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Dr. Chanda is a recipient of the 
NSERC Fellowship, the DOE Energy Frontier Research Center Solar Energy Future Direction 
Innovation Proposal Award, the NSF Summer Institute Fellowship and International 
Displaying Future Award by Merck Germany, the UCF Reach of the Stars Award and the UCF 
Luminary Award. His research has been supported by the NSF, DARPA, the DoD, the Florida 
Space Institute/NASA, the State of Florida, Northrop Grumman and Lockheed Martin.
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High-Dimensional Analysis for Spectroscopy of Exhaled Gas from COVID-19 
Patients

This talk focuses on developing a highly sensitive monitor to test exhaled gases for 
markers that indicate COVID infection. The monitor uses machine learning to distinguish 
symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals directly based on the spectroscopy of the 
breath. This instrument could potentially estimate the concentration of markers in the 
exhaled air, learn their patterns and test for changes between phases as the disease 
develops.

Dr. Xu joined UCF in 2016. Her research interests include machine learning, high-
dimensional statistics and time series. Dr. Xu’s research has focused on discriminant 
analysis from functional data with a chemometric application, and the hypothesis test 
of change points from multivariate time series with an application to real-time anomaly 
detection in complex system. She received her Ph.D. from the University of Chicago.
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Artificial Intelligence-Assisted Discovery of Complex Polymeric Nanofilms Designed 
to Trap and Kill the Covid-19 Virus for Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) 
Applications

AI-assisted nanomaterial design and fabrication is a promising and active area of research, 
but currently there are no studies on design of nano-coatings that can be applied to PPE for 
COVID-19 prevention and control. In this work, Dr. Garibay will present a machine learning 
modeling approach to assist in the laboratory discovery and fabrication of anti-SARS-CoV-2 
nano-coatings to reduce the time and the cost of experimental virus-nanomaterial interaction 
studies. 

Dr. Ozmen directs the Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence Research Lab. Prior to that, she 
served as the Director of Research Technology for UCF Research. Her areas of research include 
big data, social media analysis, social cybersecurity, artificial social intelligence, human-
machine teams, social and economic networks, network science, STEM education analytics, 
higher education economic impact and engagement, artificial intelligence, evolutionary 
computation and complex systems.
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Deep Learning Method for Epidemiological Modeling for COVID-19

In this presentation, Dr. Wang will introduce his research on an innovative deep learning method 
for epidemiological modeling for infectious disease (e.g., COVID-19) transmission projection. 
This approach leverages numerous complex simulations and incorporates deep neural networks 
to distill quality modeling knowledge. This study blends compartmental modeling, knowledge 
distillation and parallel computing to enhance projection efficiency and accuracy.

Dr. Wang joined UCF in Fall 2015. His major research interests include deep learning, 
parallel/cloud computing, and software systems, which include improving the accuracy, 
security, and privacy of deep learning systems; and optimizing performance, scalability, 
resilience, and resource management of big data processing, especially on cloud, GPU, and 
multicore platforms. His research also includes applying AI techniques to domain applications. 
Dr. Wang received an NSF CAREER Award in 2011. Prior to joining UCF, he was an associate 
professor at the University of Wyoming. He received his Ph.D. in computer science from State 
University of New York at Stony Brook. 
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COVID-19 and Medical AI Adoption: The Role of Technology Receptivity 

The COVID-19 pandemic has posed unprecedented challenges to the society. In response, 
people are making drastic changes to their daily lives, such as social distancing and increased 
reliance on technological solutions. Dr. He will share the short-term and the long-term 
effects of such changes on patient adoption of medical artificial intelligence and predictive 
algorithms—an issue of significant implication to the public health and patients’ welfare. 
He is working closely with Dr. Lin Boldt and Dr. Sona Klucarova on this research.

Dr. He earned his Ph.D. from the Joseph M. Katz Graduate School of Business, University of 
Pittsburgh, and joined UCF as a faculty member in Fall 2004. Using experimental methods, 
Dr. He studies behavioral decision making, consumption, and more recently, technology 
adoptions. His research has appeared in several leading journals in marketing, consumer 
behavior, and applied psychology.
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